The intrinsic radiosensitivity of lymphocytes in chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, quantitatively determined independently of cell death rate factors.
Survival curve shape for lymphocytes X-irradiated in vitro is governed by death rate as well as intrinsic radiosensitivity. We have resolved into these two components the survival curves obtained for CLL lymphocytes by use of a simple mathematical model. A multiple correlation coefficient comparing the predicted with the experimental survival curves was close to unity (0.954-0.999). For 14/18 patients with unequivocal B-cell CLL, the leukaemic (colchicine ultrasensitive) cells behaved as a homogeneous population (D37 0.32-1.28 Gy). This is similar to the more radiosensitive class of lymphocytes of normal blood (believed to include the B cells) and is some 4-fold less than the more radioresistant class (comprising most of the T cells). The lethally hit cells were homogeneous in death rate, which followed first order kinetics. The half-life (range 9-87 h) was, on average, some 50 per cent shorter than the more radiosensitive normal lymphocytes. The remaining four patients constituted a miscellaneous group. From one of these, it can be seen that an excessively slow death rate can give the misleading impression of radioresistance. It is hypothesized that the benefit afforded certain CLL patients treated with low-dose total body irradiation (TBI) or splenic irradiation (SI) may reside, partly, in the sparing of T lymphocytes of the helper type and in accompanying selective elimination (or functional inactivation) of those of the suppressor type.